Abstract. We have developed a x-ray microprobe in the energy region from 6 to 20 keV using undulator radiation and zone-plate optics for microfocusing-based techniques and applications at a beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The performance of the beamline was shown to meet our design objectives, including preservation of the source brilliance and coherence, selectable transverse coherence length and energy bandwidth, high angular stability, and harmonic suppression of the beam. These objectives were achieved by careful thermal management and use of a novel mirror and crystal monochromator cooling geometry. All beamline optical components are water cooled, and the x-ray beam in the experiment station is stable in beam intensity, energy, and position over many days with no active feedback. Using a double-cxystal Si(l 11) monochromator, we have obtained a focal spot size (FWHIM) of 0.15 pm (v) x 1.0 pm (h), and a photon flux of 4X109 photons/see at the focal spot, and thus a photon flux density gain of 15,000. A circular beam spot of 0.15 pm in diameter can be achieved by reducing the horizontal source size using a white beam slit located 43.5 meters upstream of the zone plate, with an order of magnitude less flux in the focal spot.
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The recent availability of high-brilliance synchrotrons radiation sources and x-ray Fresnel zone plate microfocusing optics with high spatial resolution and high focusing efficiency has made possible the creation of a new tool for material characterization on micron and subrnicron length scales. A hard x-ray scanning microprobe (HXRSM) that combines microfocusing capabilities with x-ray sensitivity to trace element distributions, crystallographic strain, and the ability to penetrate deep in a specimen, has been developed for high-resolution fluorescence mapping and microdiffraction at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory.
The HXRSM utilizes the radiation from the high-brilliance source generated from an electron beam of 7 GeV in the Al% storage ring and a 3.3-cm-period undulator (APS undulator A). The energy of the radiation can be tuned from 3.2 to 45 keV by a combination of varying the undulator gap and selecting among the first, third, and fifth harmonics of the undulator. The undulator has been optimized so that continuity in brilliance is achieved when tuning from one harmonic energy to the next.
The HXRSM is installed in a dedicated beamline (2-ID-D) specifically designed and developed for x-ray microscopic applications. Figure 1 schematically 
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-. (September 7, 1999) inelastic neutron scattering experiments were performed on a single crystal of the bilayer manganite Lal.zSrl,sMnz 07. Low energy spin-wave excitations were observed along the c direction with a maximum energy of N 0.5 meV at the zone boundary. The dispersion of these acoustic spin wave modes is modeled by a nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model with an inter-bilayer exchange interaction between neighboring spins in diff&-ent bilayers of 0.048(1) meV and an anisotropy gap of A = 0.077(3) meV. These results confirm the two-dimensional nature of the spin-correlations in the bilayer manganites, with a ratio of the in-plane to inter-bilayer interaction of N 200. The temperature dependence of the energies and intensities of the spin wave excitations are in agreement with our earlier conclusion that the ferromagnetic transition is second-order.
I. INTRODUCTION
The double-layer manganites Laz-z.Srl+z=MnzOT, where z is the hole-doping in the MnOz layers, have provided important insights into the mechanisms of colossal magnetoresist ante (CMR) .1-11 The lower dimensionaIity of these systems enhance the magnetic fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase, making it easier to study the interplay of spin, charge, and lattice correlations involved in producing the CMR effect.2-4 In previous neutron scattering investigations of the spin correlations in the 40% hole-doped bilayer compound, quasi-two-dimensional ferromagnetic spin-fluctuations above 'Tc = 113 K were observed. 2'6 The reduced dimensionality was attributed to a strong anisotropy in the nearest neighbor exchange constants J1 -J2 >> J3 [see Fig. 1 ) caused by the (La,Sr)O layer separating the bilayers. More recently, we showed that these spin correlations develop conventionally according to the quasi-2D model for XY magnets and are ultimately responsible for the magnetic and concomitant metal-insulator phase transitions. 4 lnelsstic neutron scattering investigations of the spin dynamics in the layered compounds have so far focussed on determining the exchange constants at low temperature.7-9 In view of the unconventional behavior observed in some three-dimensional compounds,12 it is important to investigate the behavior of the spin dynamics close to TC. We have therefore started an investigation of the low energy spin-wave excitations in the 4070 hole-doped bilayer manganite Lal.#hl.aMn@T, using high resolution neutron spectroscopy. 
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IL THEORETICAL MODEL
In the doping range 0.34~z < 0.4, the layered manganites Laz-2.Sr1+2=Mn20T order ferromagnetically with the Mn spins aligned within the planes as shown in Fig. 1 . For the spin wave calculation, we solve the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
fl=-:~~J(ii',)~~;,
(1) jjl~~1 including the in-plane excharuze interaction JI between neighbo~ng spins within each iaYer, the intra-bilayer exchange Jz between neighboring spins in different layers within each bilayer, and the inter-bilayer exchange J3 betweenspins indifferent bilayers, asdefinedin Fig. l 
where~labels the acoustic (-) and optic (+) spin waves, respectively, and
=J2+4J3cos(Y)cos (%)exp(-'%) (2b)
In terms of these excitations, the one-magnon cross section for unpolarized neutron scattering takes the form where Q = ki -kf is, the momentum transfer, ki and kj are the wavevectors of the incoming and scattered neutrons, respectively, b is the energy transfer, ? is a reciprocal lattice vector,13~(Q) is the magnetic form factor, W(Q) is the Debye Wailer factor, 7, is the positiori of the Mn spins within the unit cell, and n~(~is the population factor of the spin-wave excitation liw~(~. The sign in the last factor of Eq. (3) refers to the acoustic (+) and optic (-) spin wave modes, wheress the other signs denote the creation and annihilation of #spin wave, respectively. For a strong exchange anisotropy J2 >> J3, qi -0 and the neutron scattering intensity is modulated according to 1 + COS(2ZCQC), where z defines the relative position 7A = (O,O,Z)of the Mn spin within the 14/mmm unit cell. Since z = 0.096 in the 40% doped bilayer compound,l the intensity of the acoustic mode peaks at Qz = O and falls to zero at 1 = QZcj27r = 2.59, and vice versa for the optic mode.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A single crystal of dimensions 1x4x6 mm3 of the 40% bilayer compound Lal.&l..sMn@? was grown USing the floating zone technique. This crystal was subsequently characterized and used in various different experiments.~-s Neutron scattering measurements were conducted on the tripl~axis spectrometer SPINS, installed on a cold neutron guide at NIST. Energy spectra were messured in constant-Q scans with fixed final energies Ef = 3.7 meV and 2.8 meV. A cooled Beryllium filter was used to suppress higher order contamination.
The spin-wave dispersion along I' -Z, corresponding to q = [OOq.], was measured at different temperatures in scans around (001) and (101). Figure 2 shows examples of spin wave excitations, both.in creation (h > O) and annihilation (liw < O), measured at Q = (1,0,0.2), i. e., at a reduced wavevector q = (0,0,0.8) away from F = (101), at temperatures 'T = 50 K and 100 K, respectively. The resulting dispersion curve for the acoustic branch atT= 50 K is shown in Fig. 3 . For J3/J2 <<1, the dispersion relation Eq. (2) for the acoustic mode along the r-Z direction is well approximated by
where A accounts in first order for a possible anisotropy gap. With this approximation, we can obtain the interbilayer exchange constant from a least squares fit to the observed dispersion without needing to know the values of the intra-bilayer constant J2, although the latter has been determined from thermal neutron scattering experiments to be J2 = 3 meV. 7'8 As is seen in Fig. 3 , allowing for an anisotropy gap gives much better agreement with the observed dispersion. The best fit value for the interbilayer coupling in the anisotropic case is J& = 0.048 (1) meV at T = 50 K with a gap A = 0.077(3) meV,Whereas JsS = 0.064(2)meV when the gap is fixed at zero.
These values are in agreement with the recent investigation of a nominally equal composition by Chatterji et al.g However, the anisotropy gap A that we derive is nearly twice as large, either because we were able to mea- The solid (dashed) line is the result of a least squares fit to Eq. (4) including (without) an anisotropy gap A. sure closer to the zone boundary or because of differences in the two sample compositions.14 Previous inelastic neutron scattering investigations have determined the in-plane and inter-bilayer exchange interactions to be JIS = 10.1 meV and J2S = 3.1 mev, respectively."s The resulting anisotropy in the exchange constants J1/J3 x 200 is similar to the anisotropy observed in transport properties.10 This directly verifies the quasi two-dimensionality of the spin correlations below Tc, which has previously been observed in the paramagnetic diffuse scattering above Tc . 2'6 In a detailed analysis of the correlation length and static susceptibility, both above and below Tc, we found that the spin correlations are in quantitative agreement with the conventional model for quasi-2D XY magnets with a crossover to three-dimensional scaling close to Tc. We therefore concluded that the phase transition is driven by conventional magnetic correlations rather thafi the growth of magnetic polarons.4 However, the strong dependence of the transition temperature on hole-dopingl 1 leads to a smeared transition in the form of a Gaussian Tc-distribution with a standard deviation of 1.5 K for 0.470 variation in the hole doping, which makes the investigation of the true critical behavior difficult. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the spin-wave excitation energy at the zone boundary (Zpoint) together with the bulk magnetization measured by elastic neutron scattering.2 In the random phase approximation, the spin wave energy is proportional to the magnetization in reasonable agreement with our observations. There is also no evidence of an anomalous loss of intensity as observed in some perovskite compounds12, confirming that that the transition is a conventional second-order one in the present compound.
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